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“high on a hill is a grateful bloke”
As each deadline of my Quizzes passes, I am
always on the lookout for somebody quite
unique to ask to make the Draw from the large
pile of correct entries, to find our 4 Winners.
This year, I met with Ken Sadler, who is the
Chairman of one of the many local projects that
I support… the Bomber County Gateway Trust.
You can find more details of the Project on the
next page and I would ask you to have a read
through to see whether you can offer any
expertise or even a donation to this amazing
Project which can be done by visiting their
website.
We met in a blustery field, just off the A46 dual carriageway, between Newark & Lincoln,
underneath the steel stanchions that are already in place and are now awaiting the next piece of
the ‘jigsaw’. To see more details of the Draw and the Project, please follow this link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scCpLzJzm28
I am very proud that we will be donating £3,289 to the Nottingham Branch of ChildLine from
all those generous entrants from our Annual Quiz. I am always amazed with your generosity
and the completing of Gift Aid forms for what is simply, a Quiz… that seems to bring so much
enjoyment and frustration. Every call to ChildLine costs £4 to answer and your donations will
make a huge difference to the lives of 822 vulnerable children!
Jonathan Hammond
Many congratulations to….

The Winner of our 1st Prize...

Miss D Parry of Birmingham
and the two other Prize Winners have also been selected… the letters & their winnings are on their way!

the correct answers are below… I hope you enjoyed the challenge.

Pre-flight cheques
A proud moment... for one of my many passions… with Pre-flight cheques being made!
A project to create a Landmark Sculpture, entitled “On Freedom’s Wings”, received a boost with
support from locally based Estate Agent, Jonathan Hammond of Hammond Property Services,
presenting a cheque for £1,000 to Ken Sadler, the Chairman of the Bomber County Gateway Trust.

The Project will result in a life-size
sculpture of a Lancaster Bomber on
the County border of Nottinghamshire
& Lincolnshire where many Bomber
Command bases were situated.
Indeed, the landmark sculpture will be
visible on the A46 at Norton Disney,
between Newark and Lincoln and will
be angled as if turning to land at the
previous base of RAF Swinderby. The
final design denotes a Lancaster
Bomber that actually flew from the
base.
Jonathan commented, “The £750,000 project is well underway with the concrete base and support
stanchions now in place and the successful push for the final £100,000 will result in the steel sculpture
components being purchased and put into place.
Whilst I am asking 100 companies to donate £1,000 each, it didn’t seem fair if I didn’t do the same! I
am looking forward to driving up and down the A46 with the glorious sight of a landmark statue on the
horizon and to feel that I was part of that project and I would invite you to consider doing the same;
maybe in memory of a family member or someone you know who flew in Bomber Command”.

If you wish to donate or learn more about the Project, then
please visit https://www.bombergatewaytrust.co.uk/

11 Market Place, Bingham, Nottingham NG13 8AR
Phone: 01949 87 86 85
e-mail: quiz@hammondpropertyservices.com

Well… it’s all over for yet another year! All of the entries have been marked and the winners are being notified in
the post! For those who requested a list of the answers, this is it! You can now see where you went right AND
where you may have gone wrong AND if you are still struggling to see how some of the more devious and cryptic
clues were worked out, please feel free to contact me by telephone, e-mail or letter and I will explain all!
I am particularly grateful to all those who took the time to write to me with such positive comments yet again and
confirming the pleasure (and frustration!) that our Annual Quiz creates. We have again received entries from all
over England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, as well as California on the West Coast of America, one from
Switzerland, two from Guernsey, and two from Belfast… The important statistic for you – to encourage you to
enter our next quiz later this year is...!

Percentage of all correct entries =

81%!!!

(still too easy?)

BUT…. THE BEST NEWS….. As a result of the donations made by many of those that entered the Quiz, we will
be presenting the local branch of ChildLine with all of the £2 coins AND the £5 and £10 notes AND the many
cheques from all those entrants who 'enjoyed' the quiz – the final figure is below!
A huge thank you to all those who made donation of £5, £10 or more –
a call to ChildLine costs £4 to answer... you really have helped to make

822

How much raised from generous
donations for the 2021 Quiz?

a difference to the lives of
vulnerable children and young people
who would otherwise have no one else to turn to and this figure
includes donations from those who did not manage to complete the
quiz and yet still generously gave to this extremely worthy cause.
I really do hope that you enjoyed battling away to solve the clues – and
work has already started for this year’s Quiz to be ready around
September / October time.
Quizzingly yours!

Jonathan Hammond
HAMMOND Property Services
e-mail:
quiz@hammondpropertyservices.com

Selected as best in class independent
Estate Agent in Bingham 2021

ChildLine is a service provided by the NSPCC.
Registered charity numbers 216401 and SC037717

THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART AND FOR YOUR GENEROUS DONATION

1)
10080 minutes in average mourning… I am in!
54 dine on the a Spanish chicken
A famous company replace Oscar with George, who trade punches
A red tinned cocktail
5)
A regular gunner
A religious man, team leader and an editor
A testament to good manners
After a bit of negativity, this Public place becomes sacred
An amazing song performed before a meal
10) An eco-friendly place for putting balls away
An expensive major cabinet maker
April Fools Day, St David’s Day and New Year’s Day
Arrogant newcomer, known to be the shortest distance flyer
Arsenal, Brighton, Chelsea, Derby, Everton, Fulham,
15) Ayelbd
Back biter is confused in the wayout challenge
Bishop discovered in Jerusalem
Cleaning lady conceals truths behind the messengers

The Week in Parliament
Live at the Apollo
Gogglebox
Dinner Date
Soldier, Soldier
Father Ted
Will & Grace
Bless this House
Grace
The Green, Green Grass
Dear John
First Dates
Upstart Crow
The A Team
Say Yes to the Dress
The Moral Maze
Holby City
Charlie’s Angels
Copper & Rubidium with your headless 10th American & I am travelling around the South Curb your enthusiasm
20)
Deserted soldiers return to South Kentucky and a small outbuilding?
Starsky & Hutch
Discovered in the middle of Peru
ER
Endless Comedy in England with a large amount of energy
Come dine with me
Exclusive couple
Only Connect
Family member from Gateshead, the powerful board members
The King of Queens
25)
Fight a celebrity everyone & play a part in charge when Georgia is around.
Battlestar Gallactica
Following a broken arm, the Belgian leader has a new sling
Ramblings
Following a quick few lashes
Brush Strokes
Georgia and me, hiding in a farm building, with a Scout
Bargain Hunt
Half of France rise up in revolt
Frasier
30) Head must not be shaken when frightened like this
Most Haunted
How’s about appearing after the SHSBC?
The South Bank Show
I saw them do an adaptation of a recipe
How it’s made
In other words, from my denial, my old fireman could be mainly formed this way Modern Family
PM
In the afternoon, Paul McCartney & Boris Johnson initially share a private message
35)
Islander’s companion had an unusual thing, Aladdin nervously hid it
Friday Night Dinner
The Now Show
It can be won, with hindsight, when appearing in the show
Just a Minute
It could be a very small, tender steak, cooked for a short period of time
It’s a myth about the wet weather
Lorraine
It’s a way to go for Penny on a cruise ship for couples
South Park
40) It’s iron discovered around Alaska or or a keg encased in iron Fake or Fortune
Woman’s Hour
It’s our Showman, but in disguise
It’s South from Suffolk
The Only way is Essex
The Bill
It’s the damage this force can make
Tom & Jerry
It’s what happens when M.O.T. is carried out, and by a Nazi!
Don’t tell the Bride
45) Keep the train-puller in the dark
Landscaped garden with medium size flower
Danger Mouse
Lid / Stud
Undercover Boss
Bomber County Gateway Trust – creating an iconic landmark art installation on the border of Nottinghamshire & Lincolnshire.
A full-size representation of an Avro Lancaster MK1 Bomber in flight.
facebook@bombercountygateway

THANK YOU FOR TAKING PART AND FOR YOUR GENEROUS DONATION

Mark tests a different version of this programme
No matter which posers you may have

Taskmaster
Any Questions?
50)
No, no, no, in Germany it’s the place where the fighting was at its fiercest
999 Frontline
Nuns hardened scarf is rinsed through
French & Saunders
.. -. … .--. . -.-. - --- .-.
Inspector Morse
Paw Patrol
Older relative has whiskey before going on guard duty
Jamie’s 30 minute Meals
Oliver’s XXX meant muesli being mixed up
Sunday Worship
55) On a rest day, row back to a big boat
Monkey Life
One thousand in coins made from Lithium and Iron
Escape to the Chateau
Paces around with energy to where the French cat has its water
Father Brown
Patan
The Sopranos
Person’s oath is twisted and posh Senator gets confused
Supermarket Sweep
60) Peter Murak’s irregular win of every game
Salvage Hunters
Recover the urns once repaired
Hancock’s Half Hour
Reporters surround Sergeant Ho
Porridge
Roman leader spotted between an Italian river and a hilltop
Fireman Sam
Sack a chap, an Uncle, who was a Statesman
Loose Ends
65) Send
Master Chef
Stream re-aligned by famous Cook
The Archers
Tell Cupid
The Repair Shop
The amateur theatre tune, it could even be posh
Police Interceptors
The bill for burying a mushroom in between the rocky peaks
The Football Show
70) The boot is repaired in the Autumn? Let’s see
The Food Factory
The edible stuff from this large plant
The Joy of Painting
The Fijian pony got spooked easely here
The Big Bang Theory
The idea behind gabbing over and over
The Super Vet
The old soldier swallowed drink provided by the Queen
The Circle
75) The ones that can be well dressed in a Theatre
You and yours
The second person has your safety first
The Skinhead, the old flame and the appropriate four are taken from captivity
Sex & the City
T J Hooker
The team-leader, Jack, he’s found in the scrum
Lovejoy
There is no point to having happiness
Money Box
80) There is one hiding in my Spar for safe-keeping
Storage Hunters
There is silver in store for those looking for it
Shipping Forecast
They are all at sea with their predictions
Dogfights
They are used as animal scraps
A Place in the Sun
They say it’s like a fish wrapped in newspaper
Vera
85) This programme has rave reviews
The Masked Singer
Those people enquired for another way to hand in your notice
To be hirsute in the Belgium Capital with Eisenhower and, initially, Rod Stewart The Hairy Bikers
To be, or not to be, a French recycled woman’s hat
Quote unquote
Tory leader and his sun is up at this time
This Morning
90)
Tory leader has a trial at the end of May, with a Magistrate & the Queen Tracey Beaker
Try for a role at the end of Monday, re-arrange dates at the end of Tuesday, with an explorer
Ready, Steady Cook
Tukest
Round Britain Quiz
Turner, from the Emergency Room, he may hold all of the cards
Wheeler Dealer
Dora the Explorer
Twisting road for the adventurer
WE SELL, WE RENT, WE AUCTION, WE RELOCATE &…. WE QUIZ!

Sainsbury’s

95) Umadek
Made in Britain
US voters
American Pickers
Wave a pointed weapon and take cover, headfirst, when not at home Shakespeare & Hathaway
What
Snow White said before the Dwarves left for work
x`
Take your Pick
What your father is said to have kept up his sleevy
Dad’s Army
100) Where hookers are found to be propped up
Front Row
With hindsight, I spy a Boxer’s physician
Bondi Vet
Women appear after the main course
Dinner Ladies
WSMTWTFSABBEY
The Week in Westminster
You and I cook steaks and a few sausages
Weakest Link
105) You can be quite relaxed, in short, thank you Casualty
You find these when you get caught indoors
Doctors
You outdo Willie another way
Would I lie to you?
zyzzyva
Last Word

Now that it is all over for yet another year, I hope that you managed to
work out all of the answers above. However, if there are any
questions that you are still struggling to see how the answer fits, then
I usually have 2 weeks or so of entrants contacting me for an
explanation. Please do contact me to help to put you out of your
misery and frustration!!!
Either by email at

quiz@hammondpropertyservices.com

or on 01949 87 86 85 – if I am out and about, please leave a
message with one of my team and I will get back to you.
Best wishes again and thank you for taking part... by kindly donating,
you have all made a huge difference to a vulnerable or frightened
child’s life to enable them to reach out for help.

Jonathan
Hammond Property Services

Please visit our

page for the full video of the draw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scCpLzJzm28

